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Godley, A. International business. This further demands the establishing of relationships to build an
understanding and awareness of these cultural differences on how these differences can be managed. Avruch,
K. Another scholar Sharan, argues that, these problems related to advertisements are mainly due to the aesthic
and religious views for certain host countries. Standardization is when the MNC tries to implement same
advertisement strategies to host country that is similar to home market and adaptation is when the MNC adopt
to the cultural norms, business practices and strategies of host country Wang and Yang,  This dimension helps
to understand how much value a culture places on power. Friedman, B. This is due to the presence of a culture
strongly based on religion. Mayrhofer, U. In return, entity will limit their investment especially fixed assets.
Employee Responsibilities and Rights Journal, 19 3 , 1pp. The success of the company depends on their
behavior, attitude and performance. This can be explained with an example; employees in different companies
are motivated and can be retained with the different demands of compensation, thus justifying different
policies with the change of country Fried,  The Hofstede cultural model can potentially help in understanding
the challenges faced by the multinational companies as the result of the difference in the culture of the
subsidiary companies in different parts of the world with the help of four dimensions consisting of power
distance, individualism versus collectivism masculinity versus femininity and uncertainty avoidance. The
same human resource management can potentially produce different results for the multinational corporation
and thus be challenging and ineffective when implemented in a different part of the world Tayeb,  However,
this has been argued by Dedousis that the even though there is a common belief that culture imposes
restrictions for the transfer of human resource practices from the parent to the subsidiary company, the role of
economic considerations cannot be ignored here, explained with the case study of the Japanese low-cost
practices of the MNCs consisting of job rotation, internal training and promotions were very efficiently
transferred to the overseas subsidiary organization successfully, however the more expensive techniques
consisting of welfare benefits and tenured employment did not do very well internationally. J Int Bus Stud, 25
2 , pp. Multinational Corporation is also known as international corporation Wikipedia,  Firms can also in their
own market be isolated from competition by transportation costs and other tariff and non-tariff barriers which
can force them to competition and will reduce their profits. However, the most cited definition of culture
belongs to Greeth Hofstede Minkov and Hofstede,  JOEBM, pp. However, this success was not free of
challenges as argued by Beechler and Yang that the process of Japanese transfer of human resources has failed
to acknowledge the importance of the cultural values of the multinational corporation. Master of Science in
Human Resource Education.


